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The Fairy Doctor shook her head, “I can’t refine it. The material for the 
Heaven Mending Pill is very rare. I‘ve only collected it thrice and refined it 
thrice. But even if I have the recipe for the Heaven Mending Pill, it still fails in 
the end. Every time there is a problem with the condensation of the pills, the 
work is lost” 

Speaking of this… 

She suddenly realized something and asked, “Are you able to refine it?” 

Alex said, “I have never refined a Heaven Mending Pill, but if the ingredients 
are available, I don’t think it should be a big problem.” 

Listening to this, the Fairy Doctor immediately jumped up. “Let’s go to the 
trading market.” 

“Trading market? Where’s that?” 

“It is a place where materials from the ancient battlefield are collected. Except 
for the parts that were chosen right away on the battlefield, the test would be 
sent to the Flying Eagles Academy. Then, they would be sorted into different 
categories by the specialized personnel of the Flying Eagles Academy. Most 
of them would become the academy’s inventory to train trainees, and some of 
them will be sold.” 

Alex asked, “How come I‘ve never heard of this before?” 

The Fairy Doctor answered, “This is not open to ordinary community members 
because the things collected in the ancient boundaries would surely be 
cultivation materials, or research materials, spiritual herbs and medicines, 
demon beast blood, demon pellets, and so on. Those are meant to be sold to 
the outside world, which focuses mainly on several relatively large cultivation 
sects and cultivation families in America, such as Mount Warriors, Keith, East 
Flower Sect, Hidden Sword Pavilion, and so on!” 

Speaking of this, she sighed again. 



“The battlefield inside the Ancient Boundary is very cruel. For thirty years, the 
Flying Eagles Academy has sent past generations of students, including elite 
geniuses. Still, in the end, not even one in ten survived the war’s trials and 
tribulations.” 

Alex’s heart sank slightly. 

The Fairy Doctor said, “But there is no need to be too pessimistic. With a 
group of elite experts, my godbrother and Principal Lawlor went to the Dragon 
King’s Grotto. If we can find the Blood Dragon Pearl, we can quell this 
catastrophe.” 

“Blood Dragon Pearl? What’s that?” Alex was incomparably puzzled. 

In front of the Fairy Doctor, he felt like he had a hundred thousand questions 
because there were many things he simply did not understand in the Flying 
Eagles Academy. 

The Fairy Doctor explained, “I heard that the Blood Dragon Pearl could 
command the demon race! The demon race is much higher than the demon 
beast in existence. From all indications, the ancient boundary’s demon beast 
is likely to be under the control of the demon race. These years, the battle 
over there has gotten more and more difficult. The demon beast’s combat 
power is also getting stronger and stronger. According to my estimate, to last 
half a year is a bit too risky!” 

Alex frowned and did not speak. Then, Alex hit a few spells and entered the 
formation of the warm jade bed. 

The green light instantly disappeared. The spiritual liquid that had coalesced 
slowly dissipated. 

Even the spiritual liquid left on the floor quickly decomposed, evaporated, and 
dissipated into the air. Their clothes, which were wet from the spiritual rain, 
dried quickly. The effect was miraculous. 

“Master Fairy Doctor, in that case, your father… Is still alive?” 

The Fairy Doctor nodded, then said, “I even have to ask you for advice on 
alchemy, so you don’t have to address me as ‘Master’. ‘Fairy Doctor’ is not my 
name either. That’s a name others gave me. My name is Dawn Winslet, you 
can call me…” 



“Aunt Winslet?” Alex joked. 

After a day and a night together, the two were familiar with each other. 

“Screw you. How am I that old?” 

“Lady Winslet. ” 

“‘Sis’ please. You can call me Sis Winslet!” 

They packed up a bit. Then, the two went out. 

Unexpectedly, there were several people gathered in front of the house. 

When they saw Alex and the Fairy Doctor coming out together, more so with 
the Fairy Doctor adjusting her collar while walking, the crowd immediately 
heckled and wailed. 
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The two of them were stunned. 

Very soon, Alex saw Gabby among the crowd. He waved at her, “Gabby, 
come here.” 

Gabby was stunned as she slowly walked over, her eyes darting between the 
two, conflicted, as she whispered, “Alex, did you sleep with the Fairy Doctor?” 

Alex was dumbfounded. 

He thought, ‘Damn, Michael, that bastard! What kind of nonsense did he say? 
Why does everyone know about it after he became the shield?’ 

The Fairy Doctor’s expression was not pleasant either. She couldn’t care less, 
but that didn’t mean she liked to be talked about so much. 

Alex also did not want to have the Fairy Doctor’s stain on him, for he had a 
wife and was a family man. It was fine to be a shield for others. But, if he were 
to admit it in front of so many people, would it not become ironclad evidence? 
If Dorothy knew about this, it would not be good. 



“Who are you listening blindly to? I was asking for advice on alchemy with the 
Fairy Doctor!” Alex casually found a reason to justify himself. 

“This is impossible, right?” 

Immediately, a person spoke up, “Didn’t you beat the Fairy Doctor mentor in 
alchemy last time? The Fairy Doctor even came to your door and wanted to 
wash your clothes!” 

Alex did not know the Fairy Doctor before. 

But now, after getting to know her, he found that the Fairy Doctor was a very 
good woman, such a woman, older than him, should be respected. Most of all, 
he also wanted to use her bed formation a few more times. He immediately 
said, “I want to sincerely apologize to the Fairy Doctor because I cheated in 
the last competition.” 

Once he said that, the crowd was stunned. The Fairy Doctor was stunned too. 

Alex explained, “In fact, I used a special method to camouflage the Blood 
Energy Pill, which I refined the other day so that it looked seemingly one 
hundred percent purity of the Blood Energy Pill. But in fact, I lost. My Blood 
Energy Pill only had eighty percent purity. The Fairy Doctor went to see me 
before and asked me for clothes to wash. Actually, she meant the opposite. 
She was aware that I cheated and found me to settle accounts. I sincerely 
apologized yesterday, and then, as agreed, I also became a student of the 
Fairy Doctor… Well, last night, I was punished by her and kneeled all night.” 

The Fairy Doctor looked at Alex in shock. 

Alex quietly winked at her. 

The Fairy Doctor instantly understood that Alex was preserving her reputation 
and fame, and although she did not care too much, she felt momentarily 
moved. 

The next moment. The crowd got annoyed. 

“Holy sh*t!” 

“How dare he f*cking cheat?” 



“What a shame! How could you do such a thing? Fairy Doctor, how can you 
accept such a person with questionable character as a student?” 

“This is a disgrace to our Flying Eagles Academy. This kind of trash should be 
expelled and never accepted!” 

At this moment, the Fairy Doctor said, “Knowing your mistakes and being able 
to correct them is the best thing you can do. Our Flying Eagles Academy not 
only teaches everyone skills but also character. I’m sure he won‘t do it again 
in the future under my tutelage! All right, stand down! Alex, come with me to 
the trading market.” 

“Yes, Mentor!” 

Amidst the dumbfounded crowd, Alex followed the Fairy Doctor in a frenzy 
and went to the trading market. 

Behind the crowd. 

There stood Michael. 

When he heard that Alex cheated with his alchemy, he was stunned for a 
moment. Then, it dawned on him that this was the f*cking truth! 

‘How could a twenty something year old kid be an existence whose alchemy 
was even more remarkable than the Fairy Doctor?’ 

Next to him, Spencer said with a grunt, “Michael, it seems that you were 
tricked by the Fairy Doctor yesterday. I can see that the Fairy Doctor has not 
lost her virginity and that it is still intact.” 

Feeling happy and angry, Michael froze for a while. “Damn, so it was just a 
shield!” 

After a pause, he said, “Okay, then there is no need to catch him. just let him 
die!” 

Spencer smiled. “Good, I’ve already had people put out the news. I believe he 
will soon enter the line of sight of Flying Eagle.” 
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Alex and the Fairy Doctor had just walked out of the crowd and were about to 
go to the trade exchange to look for materials for alchemy when they were 
unexpectedly stopped by a woman, who was no other than Jane. 

Jane was also in the crowd and had heard everything. She was outraged and 
furious with Alex. 

Pointing at Alex, she said, “Fairy Doctor has a good temper, doesn’t bother 
you, and has even accepted you as a student, but I don’t have the Fairy 
Doctor’s good temper. You dared to cheat on the alchemy bet and deceive 
your mentor. If not for the fact that my mentor has already given her nod, I 
would never have allowed you to join our Elixir Department.” 

Alex looked at her and frowned. 

The Fairy Doctor said, “Jane, stop talking.” 

Jane said, “Mentor, nothing can be accomplished without norms and 
standards. I am your assistant, so it is my duty to help you teach this bad 
student a lesson. We cannot let this kind of culture spread in the Elixir 
Department.” 

Then, she said to Alex, “You don’t have to go to the exchange. I will go with 
the mentor. You go to the alchemy teaching building now and clean all the 
alchemy furnaces there.” 

‘What?’ Alex froze as he listened. 

The Fairy Doctor was a bit stunned too. There were thousands of alchemy 
furnaces in the teaching building. Wasn’t it overwhelming to wash all at once? 

Most importantly, Alex was not her real student. Instead, she should be his 
student. They were now going to the exchange and refining the Heaven 
Mending Pill to save his father. If Alex was annoyed and ran away, what 
would happen? 

The Fairy Doctor cooled down and said, “Jane, I need Alex for something. 
You can’t help me with anything. Let’s leave the alchemy furnace in the 
teaching building to you to clean it!” 



“What?” Jane was stunned! 

The Fairy Doctor waved her hand, “That’s it, go ahead. Remember, you wash 
them yourself with no help from other students.” 

After saying that, she and Alex turned around and walked away. 

Jane was left standing there dumbfounded, but in her heart, she was furious. 
‘Why is this happening? Why are you doing this to me? Fairy Doctor, you treat 
me like this for a fraudulent first-year student. It’s too much! Could it be that 
you really have an affair?’ 

At this moment… A man appeared in front of Jane. This man was Michael. 

“Sis Jane!” 

Jane certainly knew Michael because she was already a student of the Fairy 
Doctor when Michael was pursuing the Fairy Doctor. When she became the 
Fairy Doctor’s assistant, Michael had deliberately made good relations with 
her and sent her many things. 

“Bro Mike!” Jane composed her emotions and squeezed out a smile. 

“Sis Jane, it seems that you are getting less and less powerful in front of the 
Fairy Doctor. With that Rockefeller kid, she might not even need you as an 
assistant in the future.” 

“Huh?” 

Jane was shocked. 

If she couldn’t be the Fairy Doctor‘s assistant, what else could she do? She 
could not be a tutor in the Flying Eagles Academy because she didn’t have 
elixir fire and wasn’t qualified enough. So, wouldn’t she be chased away? 

“My father’s left-winged army needs someone like you who knows how to 
make alchemy. It’s okay if you don’t have elixir fire. If you are up for it, I can 
recommend you to my father. No problems at all, for sure.” 

Jane was stunned for a moment. This was really a pie in the sky! 

Some people were reluctant to enter Flying Eagles because they were afraid 
of death. But, she was not a combatant and would not go to the frontline 



battlefield. So, naturally, she did not have to worry about this. This academy 
was the first to receive all the resources on the battlefield. It was a fantastic 
job for her. How could she not be happy? 
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After sitting down, it was time to order. When Queenie was browsing through 
the menu, Nigel came closer to her and read the menu with her. Queenie 
couldn’t help but exclaim, “This is so expensive!” 

“Let’s order one to taste it,” Nigel said immediately. 

“It’s alright.” 

“I want to eat.” Then, Nigel turned toward the waiter and said, “Add this too.” 

Queenie pursed her red lips to suppress the happiness inside. The feeling of 
being pampered was wonderful. 

Bonnie was also ordering the food, but she couldn’t pay attention. She was 
jealous, feeling the fondness of Nigel for Queenie. In the past, that was how 
Leslie used to treat Bonnie. However, afterward, Leslie moved back to 
Queenie, so Bonnie became single. 

She couldn’t understand why Nigel treated them differently, even if the both of 
them looked similar. 

“May I know where the washroom is?” Maggie asked the waiter. 

Queenie also happened to need to make the trip and said, “Mom, I’ll go with 
you.” 

A gleam of scheme flashed under Bonnie’s eyes as she watched Queenie and 
Maggie leave. Then, she immediately got up and went to Nigel as she leaned 
down to approach him. “Nigel, have you tasted this dish before? Is it good? 
Can we have one?” 

She pointed to a dish and asked Nigel as she deliberately showed an innocent 
look. However, Nigel only felt the smell of Bonnie’s perfume makes him 



suffocate, so his upper body tried to keep the distance between them as far as 
possible. 

“Feel free to order whatever you want.” Nigel didn’t want to discuss the dishes 
with her. 

“Really? That’s so nice of you.” Bonnie flashed her smile, and her heavy 
makeup was visible under the light. The lipstick made Nigel not want to look at 
her more than once, as her face was filled with rich metallic colors, which 
made her look fake. 

Bonnie deliberately stood by Nigel’s side, pretending to be looking at the 
menu. She wanted to wait for Queenie to come back and see her standing 
there. 

Sure enough, when Queenie walked into the room and saw Bonnie standing 
beside Nigel, she was annoyed. 

“Queenie, Nigel is so kind. He lets me order whatever I want,” Bonnie said 
with a smile toward Queenie, as if she was praising Queenie’s good taste. In 
reality, she was trying to show off how well Nigel treated her. However, when 
Queenie sat back down, he took the initiative to lean closer and stared straight 
at her with alluring eyes until her displeasure disappeared. Instead, she was 
getting embarrassed to be stared at by him. So, she reached out to block his 
eyes to signal him not to look. 

However, Nigel quietly held her hand and placed it under the table to grip it 
firmly. 

Bonnie stood close to them, so she directly witnessed the show of affection. 
Hence, she couldn’t help but feel her heart clogged up and returned to her 
seat. Then, she saw Queenie holding up a cup and stared at her warningly. 

In response, Bonnie deliberately lowered her head to pretend not to notice. It 
was then that the food came. They opened up two bottles of wine that cost 
four hundred thousand, and Brandon drank happily. He was happy with his 
future son-in-law. 

Queenie had been blushing, and she had the feeling that her parents could 
not wait for her to marry tomorrow. 



Bonnie’s gaze was full of jealousy and hatred. Bonnie regretted that she had 
stolen Leslie from Queenie. If she hadn’t stolen him from Queenie, Queenie 
would have married him by now, so she wouldn’t be lucky enough to meet 
Nigel. 

However, there was no second chance, so Bonnie could only look for future 
opportunities. 

“Mom, I want to go shopping after lunch.” Bonnie felt she lacked attraction 
because her clothes were not of high quality. As such, she wanted to buy a 
few sets of the latest fashion to complement her style. 

Unlike Queenie, who grew up rich with confidence naturally emanating from 
her heart, Bonnie lacked that. Bonnie was like a girl that grew up in a low-
income family; in the face of the money in the upper class, she was like a 
greedy minion who couldn’t wait to hold everything tightly in her hands. 
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Queenie had been enjoying the rich girl treatment for her whole life, which 
resulted in her not prioritizing material comforts. Instead, her mannerisms 
showed a hint of elegance and confidence. 

“All right. Do you need me to accompany you?” Maggie asked. 

“There’s no need. I’m going alone.” Bonnie wouldn’t want her mother to see 
her splurging. 

After lunch, the group gathered at the entrance of the restaurant. Queenie 
didn’t feel like going home at the moment, but she felt bad to leave her 
parents and go with Nigel. An idea occurred to her soon after. 

“Did I leave my purse at your house?” she asked with feigned confusion. 

Nigel got the hint as soon as he met her eyes, and he answered flawlessly, “It 
looks like you left it in the first-floor lobby. Do you want to get it with me?” 

“Sure. Dad, Mom, I’ll go to retrieve my purse at his place.” Once she finished 
her words, she grabbed his hand and hurriedly left the restaurant. 



Little did she know, her parents were sharing a knowing look on their faces, 
but they did nothing to stop her. Instead, they turned to each other and 
laughed at the situation. 

Bonnie seized the opportunity by remarking on the situation on purpose. “It 
seems like Queenie is expecting to marry him very soon.” 

“He’s a man with good qualities. I want to see her marry him as fast as 
possible, maybe even more than herself.” Maggie smiled knowingly. 

Bonnie choked at her words. She was planning to accuse Queenie of a lack of 
consideration for their parents in the first place. However, their parents were 
satisfied with Nigel to such a degree that they wanted to see Queenie marry 
him. 

“Mom, I’m going to the mall now. Be safe.” After the reminder, Bonnie headed 
toward a cab. 

At the same moment, Queenie already found herself in Nigel’s car as she 
patted her chest in relief. “My parents can’t tell I lied to them, right?” 

Nigel fought back a smile and comforted her with all seriousness, “They 
probably can’t.” 

“That’s good.” She sighed in relief and beamed at him. “It seems like I can 
expect a free dinner from you.” 

Her adorable behavior melted his heart. Besides, he found that having 
somebody to depend on him was something that made him happy. 

Reaching out a hand, he caressed the back of her head. “We’re heading to 
the hotel and having dinner over there.” 

“All right.” Queenie nodded obediently. 

Meanwhile, Bonnie went to the shopping mall alone for a shopping spree. She 
had decided to spend a lot on high fashion without monitoring her spending. 
She found a piece of garment she was interested in, but its price was too 
expensive for her standards. Thus, she was hesitating the whole time. At that 
moment, a woman behind her shrieked in surprise, “What a coincidence!” 



Turning to the woman who called out to her, Bonnie was surprised to find she 
had no idea who the woman was. Frowning, she asked, “Do I know you?” 

“Don’t you remember me? I’m Lina Perez. We met in the hotel last night.” Lina 
was sizing Bonnie up when she answered the other woman. She couldn’t help 
but sneer quietly. She looked pure and innocent under the night light last 
night, so what’s the matter with the heavy makeup on her face right now? 
Where did the innocence go? Lina might be envious of ‘Queenie’s’ beauty last 
night, but now she had second thoughts after meeting ‘Queenie’ in the mall. 

Nigel has bad taste in women. How could he fall for a woman who did plastic 
surgery in the first place? 

The realization immediately dawned on Bonnie. The girl before her had 
mistaken her for Queenie. Judging by the look of the other girl, it was obvious 
that she wasn’t Queenie’s friend, and was more like a rival to Queenie. 

Bonnie cast her a smile. “Miss, you’ve got the wrong person. Queenie is my 
older sister, and I’m Bonnie.” 

“She has a twin sister? I had no idea!” Lina couldn’t contain her surprise. It’s a 
surprise to see Queenie has a younger sister who looks similar to her. 

“That’s right. However, I went missing as a child and only returned to my 
family a year ago, which is the reason you don’t know anything about it.” After 
explaining to the other woman, Bonnie began to observe Lina from head to 
toe as she twirled her hair. 

“Queenie is dating Nigel at the moment. Are you aware of it?” Lina shot her 
another question. 

“Of course! We had lunch together a while ago. However, I feel like Queenie 
isn’t good enough for him in all aspects. Rather, a girl from a noble family like 
you suits him the most.” Bonnie cast Lina a look of admiration when she said 
that. 

Lina’s eyes shone in excitement as she grasped the key information. Bonnie 
went missing during her youth and only returned to the Silverstein Family 
recently. She must resent her sister, who grew up getting pampered by the 
family. 
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“Really… Is it really possible?” 

“Of course you can, as long as you promise to do one thing for me!” 

When Michael said these, he thought of the small object that the Fairy Doctor 
had dropped and immediately, he was burning inside. 

*** 

At this moment… 

Alex followed the Fairy Doctor and arrived at the Flying Eagles Academy’s 
exchange. 

Initially, he thought it would be a place like a trade market, but it turned out 
that it was not at all and more like a modern office with a row of visual screens 
that could be operated on, with which one could directly view the names of 
resources that could be traded as well as the prices. 

This felt like ordering food on a take-out app. However, operating this machine 
required a swipe of the identity card. Every instructor and student had one, but 
not Alex. 

It was because right now, he was not considered a student of any department, 
and in the academy system, he was still considered unregistered. 

There were thirteen kinds of materials for refining the Heaven Mending Pill. 
However, eleven of them were relatively common and ordinary. There was no 
need to come to the exchange as the Department of Pills had them in its 
inventory. But, the other two were extremely scarce. One was a Poisonous 
Spider Herbal Supplement, and the other was a Fire-attributed Demon Core 
above the seventh level. 

The Fairy Doctor checked in the system, and there was no such thing. 

Never mind the seventh-level Fire-attributed Demon Core. The seventh-level 
demon beast was very powerful. Even the conscious splitting expert might not 
be able to win against it. This kind of demon beast alchemy was very 
precious. If it was divided on the battlefield, who was willing to use it? 



The Fairy Doctor had gotten it three times before. His godbrother, Gilbert, 
helped her to get it. 

The Poisonous Spider Herbal Supplement was also extremely rare. It was a 
kind of toxic grass that grew on the back of a highly poisonous spider. This 
certainly could not be an ordinary poisonous spider but a rare red-headed 
magic spider living in a hive. Currently, this kind of spider only appeared 
inside certain secret realms and ancient boundaries. So, this was 
another material, which was almost tricky to find. 

The Fairy Doctor said with a pang of disappointment, “In fact, I told the people 
at the warehouse before to keep an eye out for these two materials. If these 
were available, they would find me. Now, it seems that there is none! If one is 
not a super expert, it is simply hard to get this kind of thing.” 

Alex said, “Refining the Heaven Mending Pill does not necessarily require 
poisonous spider herbal supplement. In fact, it can be substituted with 
something else.” 

The Fairy Doctor was stunned. “Can it be substituted? I never knew that 
ingredients in a prescription could be substituted.” 

Alex laughed, “Sis Winslet, this prescription, in fact, is similar to the 
prescription of Chinese medicine. It is not set in stone as each pill refined by 
each alchemist will not be the same! This prescription was originally created 
by the alchemist. Before this, there was none. So, most used a little common 
sense to make it.” 

The Fairy Doctor looked at Alex in shock. “But, to reach the level of changing 
the materials on the prescription requires a very comprehensive and deep 
knowledge of medicinal materials and alchemy. At the very least, it is only 
when you are a level eight or higher great alchemist that you can do it. Could 
it be that you are a level-eight great alchemist?” 

Alex shook his head. “I’m not, but I can blend it in! I’ll tell you a few materials. 
You can check if there are any.” 

“Good!” 

Next, Alex named a few things, but none could be found. There was none. 



This time, Alex had no other choice either. “Are all the materials in this large 
Flying Eagles Academy? There should be something else, for example, some 
materials that the people in the warehouse might not recognize either?” 

“There is one. It is all piled up in another place. I’ll take you there to have a 
look!” 

Very soon, the Fairy Doctor led Alex to another warehouse. As a result, before 
he could enter the door, the Chaos Bead in Alex‘s mind-palace vibrated 
violently. 
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“What?” 

“What is that?” 

Alex was stunned, and then there was a burst of excitement. 

From all past experiences, what could make the Chaos Bead react so much 
was definitely something good, and Alex became incomparably excited about 
the inventory in this warehouse. 

At the entrance of the warehouse were several guards and managers. Seeing 
the Fairy Doctor, they immediately bowed and saluted. 

One of the middle-aged women, who was broad and fat, said with a smile on 
her face, “It’s the Fairy Doctor. What has brought you here? I even saw 
magpies chirping when I went out today. So, it was because the Fairy Doctor 
is coming. A rare guest. Please come in.” 

Alex looked at her and almost laughed out loud. Now it was in the middle of 
winter. How could there be magpies? 

It would make sense if there were sparrows. 

“Aunt Beck, I’ve come to find out suitable alchemy materials that are available 
in this warehouse,” the Fairy Doctor said with a veil and a clear, cold voice, 
however, the address, ‘Aunt Beck’ made the middle-aged woman increasingly 



excited, probably because she felt very honored that the Fairy Doctor could 
actually recognize her! 

The woman immediately said, “No problem, no problem…” 

The woman immediately took the Fairy Doctor into the warehouse and also 
glanced at Alex before she carefully said to the Fairy Doctor, “Fairy Doctor, 
my husband had a problem with his cultivation before. Could you help refine a 
Soul Nurturing Pill?” 

Alex turned away, and he laughed silently. ‘So, she had a request. No wonder 
she was so enthusiastic.’ 

Alex was unaware that alchemists were scarce talents, especially high-level 
alchemists. Many people bribed and provided them with things just to beg for 
pills when necessary. 

That was why the Fairy Doctor’s status was so high, and it was not because 
she had a principal for a godbrother. 

Alex was not interested in spending more time on Aunt Beck. 

In fact, from the moment he stepped into this warehouse, the Chaos Bead in 
his mind palace was reacting crazily, vibrating desperately as if it wanted to 
burst out from inside his mind palace. What made Alex feel even more 
surprised was that this time, not only was the Chaos Bead vibrating, but the 
cloud of green air mass next to the Chaos Bead also became unusually 
active. 

“That… What exactly is it?” 

Alex looked within the mind palace and glanced at the green air mass. 

This was the strange wooden block that he had obtained last time in Hygieia 
Valley, which eventually turned into a green light and entered his mind palace 
and did not come out since. 

Alex never knew exactly what it was. 

‘Could it also be longing for something?’ 



Alex tried his best to conceal the strange movement in his body, and his eyes 
gathered spiritual energy to scan through the warehouse. Soon, his eyes 
locked onto the innermost part of the warehouse. 

The Chaos Bead‘s senses pointed straight inside. 

The Fairy Doctor nudged Alex. “Well? Is there something here that can be 
used?” 

Alex covered his forehead and said, “This warehouse is too big. I have to take 
my time to look at it.” 

Aunt Beck was a little surprised at his words. She thought Alex was the 
student of the Fairy Doctor, but why did it seem that the Fairy Doctor attached 
great importance to this man? Why did she have to ask him for this kind of 
thing? 

The Fairy Doctor nodded. “The ancient boundary appeared thirty years ago, 
but our research on the ancient boundary is limited to these thirty years. 
Inside, there are many heavenly treasures and useful things which one may 
not recognize. They are all piled up, and we cannot determine the good or 
bad, and some which are a little special but cannot be used. Let’s see how 
many pieces you can recognize.” 

Alex was originally going to walk to the corner. But now that the Fairy Doctor 
had said so, he casually looked at them. 

It was really surprising. 

Just in his left-hand position was a red cloud magic crystal the size of a 
human head. This thing was red, and on the outside were cloudy patterns. 
Ordinary people might not recognize it, but he had the inheritance of the 
Ultimate Book of Medicine. Inside was a wide variety of materials. 

This kind of magic crystal was good material for cultivating magic. It was most 
suitable for Luna’s usage. 

Immediately after that, he was surprised again. There was a Heavenly 
Underworld Spider Egg by his feet. This thing was awesome. It seemed to be 
alive. 

‘If a Heavenly Underworld Spider hatched out of it, it would be a perfect pet!’ 



However, Alex was not interested in this kind of poisonous pet. 

Immediately after that, an Ice Toad! 
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The Essence of the Earth Monarch, the Sky-pure Sand, and so on… There 
were many rare materials. 

Despite seeing the materials, he did not bat an eye and pretended that he did 
not recognize them. ‘Knowledge is wealth. Although you don’t know them, I 
recognize them and even know their values. I can do something about them 
next time, but now the most important thing is to solve the issue of Chaos 
Bead and the mass of green air inside the mind palace.’ 

He was worried that the two ancestors would blow his head if the issue kept 
dragging on. 

‘Go over. Go over again!’ 

Soon after, Alex had seen the origin of everything. 

A wood! 

It was a piece of dark wood, but its size was huge. It was a hundred times 
larger than the one obtained by Alex last time. 

‘It’s this kind of wood again! What the heck is this used for?’ 

Just as Alex was puzzled, a sudden change occurred. 

The mass of green light in Alex’s mind palace abruptly rushed out of Alex’s 
glabella. With a whoosh, it flowed into the black wood. Fairy Doctor and Aunt 
Beck only cared about looking at other items in the warehouse, so they did not 
realize such a change. 

In the next second, the wooden block that the green light had rushed in 
suddenly litup. It was just a speck at first. 



Immediately afterward, countless specks of green light covered the entire 
wooden block with a whoosh. There was even a stream of light circulating on 
the wood. 

“Ah!” 

“What is this? Why did this thing suddenly light up?” 

Even the Fairy Doctor was shocked. 

However, she felt that the aura emanating from the wood was powerful. It was 
ancient yet boundless. 

Buzz! 

Just when she wanted to get closer and take a clearer look, a burst of 
unparalleled energy abruptly exploded from the wood. 

The entire warehouse shook violently for a moment. That wave of energy 
burst knocked out Alex, the Fairy Doctor, and Aunt Beck right there and then. 

Immediately afterward, the several staff who guarded the entrance outside 
also instantly fainted and lost their consciousness. Just as Alex and the others 
did not see it, the light on the wood glowed intensely with countless ancient 
runes circulating on it. 

Half a minute later, the strange wooden block that was more than ten meters 
long turned into a greater mass of green light and ferociously rushed into 
Alex’s mind palace. 

In the next second, the Chaos Bead in his mind palace shook violently and 
merged with the mass of green light into one. 

After an unknown period, the Fairy Doctor was the first to wake up. She 
rubbed her head and dumbfoundedly looked toward the area with the intense 
glowing light earlier. As a result, she realized that the glowing thing earlier was 
gone. Soon after, she saw Alex and Aunt Beck lying on the ground as well. 
So, she hurriedly supported Alex with her arms. “Alex Rockefeller. Alex 

Rockefeller, wake up, okay?” 

Alex did not wake up. However, Aunt Beck woke up. 



She yelled, “What happened? What’s going on? D*mn, was it a monster?” 

Despite yelling for a long time, the Fairy Doctor did not bother with her at all. 

Only then did she calm down and look at Alex. After using her hand to check 
his breath, she let out a sigh of relief. “He’s fine. He isn’t dead! Instructor Fairy 
Doctor, is this your student?” 

Seeing the Fairy Doctor’s anxious look, Aunt Beck even thought that this was 
her boyfriend! 

The Fairy Doctor nodded. 

Meanwhile, Alex’s divine consciousness had now immersed in the mind 
palace. He was instantly stunned after seeing the situation inside. 

To his surprise, he saw a tree in the mind palace! 
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Alex was utterly shocked. 

He had never seen anyone who could plant a tree in the mind palace. There 
was no soil in his mind palace either. What kind of tree was this? 

After walking around the tree, he was even more surprised. To his surprise, 
his dilapidated Chaos Bead was hanging on the tree like a fruit. It had grown 
into a tree. 

‘What was going on?’ 

The tree was not huge, and it was shorter than him. However, it was a real 
tree with leaves and a trunk. The roots could not be seen. He could not 
imagine what kind of thing was hidden under his mind palace. That tree was 
of a species that he had never seen before. There were even some strange 
runes on the trunk. 

These runes were different from those that he recognized. However, once his 
divine consciousness approached it, he felt a sense of intimacy. 



It was very comfortable and friendly. Besides, the tree was surrounded by 
something misty. He could not differentiate what it was, but it had an ancient 
yet boundless aura that made his heart tremble. 

When his divine consciousness went forward a bit to touch the material, an 
unprecedented feeling abruptly gushed out in the next moment. 

His divine consciousness seemed to have jumped into the boiling water… No, 
it was in the lava. It was so intensely hot that he jumped in shock and 
hurriedly retreated backward. However, a wisp of gray air had surrounded him 
and dug into his divine consciousness. 

In that instant, he was in miserable pain and kept yelling… ‘I’m done for! I’m 
going to die!’ 

As a result, he seemed to have experienced thousands of deaths. His divine 
consciousness seemed to have been ruined and reintegrated after being cut 
by thousands of blades. The process of destruction and integration kept 
repeating. Alex desperately tried to expel the mass of gray mist. In the end, 
not only did he fail to remove it, but the mist surrounding the tree even slowly 
expanded and enveloped him within it. 

There was only one word left in his consciousness pain! 

*** 

“Alex Rockefeller, Alex Rockefeller!” 

The Fairy Doctor kept shaking Alex’s body, checking his pulse and inspecting 
his pupils. 

Since she was a Fairy Doctor, naturally, she had pursued medical skills as 
well. However, it was bizarre. The spiritual power in Alex’s body kept roaming 
around quickly like lightning. There was even strange energy circulating in it, 
but he just did not wake up. 

When she channeled her spiritual power into Alex’s body, it bounced off the 
strange, abnormal energy. 

“What’s going on? Could it be that some kind of unknown monster has 
entered his body and is… Is taking over his soul?” 



Aunt Beck exclaimed, “Instructor Fairy Doctor, what’s going on with your 
student? Could it be that it’s related to the green light earlier? Ah! He stood 
closest to it just now. He didn’t get attacked or invaded by some evil creature, 
right?” 

The Fairy Doctor hugged Alex and asked with a solemn expression, “What 
was that glowing thing just now?” 

Aunt Beck said, “I don’t know either. If I were to know it, it wouldn’t have been 
placed here. Is it some sinister Chi? I heard that there’s a kind of plant that 
can cultivate itself to become a spirit. Could it be that the wooden block was a 
wood demon?” 

The Fairy Doctor was startled for a moment. Her expression became even 
more complicated. However, she was also helpless under such 
circumstances. 

“There’s such a possibility. Let me take him back first!” 

The Fairy Doctor picked up Alex easily. Then, she did not forget to remind 
Aunt Beck. “Don’t tell anyone about what happened here just now to avoid 
causing unnecessary panic.” 

Aunt Beck immediately nodded. “Don’t worry. I’m tight-lipped. Instructor Fairy 
Doctor, about my husband’s Soul Nourishing Pill…” 

How could the Fairy Doctor have the leisure to concoct a pill for her husband 
now? So, she blurted, “Look for me in the office and bring along the materials 
in one week.” 

Aunt Beck was deeply grateful right there and then. After that, the Fairy 
Doctor took Alex and quickly returned to her residence. 

She was very anxious. 

It was because Alex was her hope. Not only could he help her to advance 
further in alchemy, but most importantly, he could concoct the Heaven 
Mending Pill as well. If it were two days ago, she would not have believed 
Alex when he told her that he could concoct the Heaven Mending Pill. 

‘You have great talents and can quickly concoct a cauldron of Blood Energy 
Pill of 100% purity without sniffing it. But, the Heaven Mending Pill is a fifth-



grade pill, and the requirement is very high. It’s not something that can simply 
be concocted successfully…’ However, Alex had wholly convinced her last 
night. 

Some pill concoction experiences and little tricks that he had said were 
definitely something that only a pill concoction expert could comprehend. 

A layperson would only join in the fun, whereas a connoisseur would 
comprehend the gist of it. 

The Fairy Doctor was an expert in alchemy. After listening to Alex’s words, 
she was suddenly enlightened. Hence, she was very anxious when Alex had 
suddenly fainted now. 

Upon reaching her residence… 
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Alex Rockefeller still did not wake up. 

Finally, the Fairy Doctor thought of something. It was a kind of pill, a fourth-
grade pill called the Resuscitation Pill. 

If some evil creature had invaded Alex and then wanted to devour his soul, 
then the Resuscitation Pill was something that could help him. Unfortunately, 
the Fairy Doctor did not have the Resuscitation Pill nor the stock, so she could 
only concoct it on the spot. 

Furthermore, she had to be fast! 

She immediately took out the dedicated cellphone for the Flying Eagles 
Academy and gave Jane a call. 

“Jane, go to the material room right now and help me prepare the materials for 
the concoction of the Resuscitation Pill. I want to see them within five 
minutes.” 

“Huh? Instructor, why do you want to concoct the Resuscitation Pill?” Jane 
was shocked. 



The Fairy Doctor was very anxious and had no time to explain so much. “Why 
are you asking so much? Hurry up and go!” 

Although Jane was very upset, she still quickly agreed to it. 

Five minutes later, the Fairy Doctor rushed over to find her. “Jane, are the 
materials ready?” 

Jane said, “There’s still one that I can’t find. Please wait for a moment!” 

As the Fairy Doctor was anxious, she could not control her temper and said, 
“What’s wrong with you? The materials for the Resuscitation Pill are not rare 
nor scarce items. You can’t even get them all ready within five minutes. How 
can you be an assistant?” 

When Jane heard such words, her heart sank. She immediately recalled 
Michael Lawrence’s words… 

“Okay, I’ve found it!” 

After gathering all the materials, Jane handed them over to the Fairy Doctor. 
The Fairy Doctor took them and headed to the pill room right away. 

She did not go to the Elixir Tower because she had her pill room. 
Furthermore, this pill room was tailor-made for herself, and the success rate of 
her pill concoction in the pill room was higher than in the Elixir Tower. 

Jane, who followed right behind her, could not help asking, “Instructor, the 
Resuscitation Pill is very unpopular. What are you going to do with the 
concocted pill?” 

The Fairy Doctor blurted out, “Alex Rockefeller is injured and unconscious. I 
need to use the Resuscitation Pill to save him.” 

‘What?’ Jane was instantly taken aback. 

‘Alex Rockefeller is injured and unconscious. Haha, this is too great! This little 
brute just made me worried after coming to the academy. It’s good for him to 
be in a coma. It’d be the best if he won’t wake up and be in a coma forever!’ 

Then, she also thought that the Fairy Doctor now loved the new and loathed 
the old. Ever since that b*stard Alex was here, she had been treated like an 
insignificant weed. 



Michael was right. Sooner or later, this guy would take over her place. As she 
thought about it, she had made a decision. 

When the Fairy Doctor was preparing to concoct the pill, Iane brewed a cup of 
coffee for the Fairy Doctor. Then, she secretly took out a drug that Michael 
had given to her earlier and dropped some into the coffee before stirring it 
properly. 

“Instructor, I’ve brewed a cup of coffee for you. You should drink it to refresh 
yourself.” 

“The concoction of the Resuscitation Pill needs at least two hours, and you 
can’t make a mistake during the time.” 

The Fairy Doctor nodded. She did not think much and drank the coffee in a 
gulp. 

When Jane saw her finish drinking, the corner of her mouth lifted slightly. 
Then, she said, “Instructor, then I won’t bother with your pill concoction. I’ll be 
standing guard outside. Just call me if you need me for something.” 

“Alright!” 

Not long after Jane left the room, the Fairy Doctor, who was beginning to 
handle the medicinal herbs, shook her head violently and felt that something 
was not right. 

“This coffee… Jane…” The Fairy Doctor was shocked as she realized what 
was happening. 

However, the drug’s effect was too strong. In that instant, she almost could 
not control herself. 
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“Jane…” 

“Jane, what the heck did you feed me?” 



The Fairy Doctor excelled in medicine, and her alchemy was currently known 
to be the best in America. How could she not know that she had been 
drugged when she felt the strange feeling in her body at this moment? 
Moreover, it could be said that the drug’s effect was simply overpowering. 

It immediately made people enter the state. 

At this moment, the Fairy Doctor’s face was flushed, and her entire neck was 
reddish too. She yelled and knocked the pill concoction materials in front of 
her. 

Now, nothing else mattered for her. The important thing was that she needed 
a man! 

Her face veil fell off, and the dress was ruined… Just at this moment, she 
slammed into the corner of the table. As the pain made her sober a bit, she 
immediately bit her tongue… 

At the same time, Jane did not wait at the entrance of the pill room. Instead, 
she went to find Michael Lawrence and said, “Bro Michael, it’s done. The Fairy 
Doctor has consumed the thing that you’ve given me just now. She’s now in 
the pill room, and it seems she already has an onset! Moreover, I heard that 
the Rockefeller guy seems to be injured and unconscious. He should be in the 
Fairy Doctor’s house now.” 

Michael was not alone. 

In his room, there was another person, it was none other than Spencer 
Queen. 

After Jane was done talking, she realized there was another person in the 
room. She screamed in surprise right there and then. 

Michael said satisfyingly, “Don’t worry, this is my dad’s confidant. He’s called 
Spencer Queen! Sis Jane, you’ve done well. I didn’t expect you to be so 
efficient. You’re really capable. Were you seen by anyone when you came 
here?” 

Jane said, “No, don’t worry. I was especially careful.” 

Michael said with a smile, “That’s great then.” 



Jane was a little terrified as she asked, “Bro Michael, will something go 
wrong? When the time comes, the Fairy Doctor will know that I’m the one who 
drugged her. You… Can you make an immediate arrangement to let me leave 
the academy and go to your father’s place?” 

Michael chuckled as he said, “There’s no need to go to my dad’s place.” 

“Huh? Why?” 

“Because a dead person won’t have to go to my dad’s place.” 

“What did you say?” 

Jane came to her senses at once. Michael Lawrence wanted to kill her! 

In an instant, she was extremely regretful as her face turned pale. She wanted 
to turn around and run away, but how could she be able to escape from 
there? Before her hand could touch the doorknob, Spencer caught her and 
instantly tapped her acupoint. 

Spencer said to Michael, “I haven’t touched a woman for a while. Although 
this woman is incomparable to the Fairy Doctor, she’s also a good consolation 
prize. Young Master, hurry up and find the Fairy Doctor. Have fun! 
Remember, paste that talisman on the Fairy Doctor and then take a video. 
This is evidence. When it’s talked about later, Young Master would be the 

victim, and the Fairy Doctor would be the one who forces herself on a man by 
relying on her high cultivation base. If someone has to repent, it’d be the Fairy 
Doctor!” 

Michael nodded. “I understand.” 

The Fairy Doctor was Principal Henderson’s godsister. This identity alone had 
made Michael’s legs give away. Hence, he had resorted to various 
underhanded tricks. Otherwise, he would have asked Spencer to knock the 
Fairy Doctor out so that he could force himself on her. 

“I’ll go now!” 

Michael waved his hand and walked toward the Fairy Doctor’s tailor-made pill 
room. 



Meanwhile, Spencer looked at Jane as he gently brushed her smooth face 
with his fingers. “Lil’ beauty, let’s play a game. If you’re obedient, I might spare 
your life.” 

As Spencer said it, he tore off her clothes. He carried her in his arms and 
walked into the room. Two streams of regretful tears slowly slid down Jane’s 
face. 

Unfortunately, even if she wanted to seek help from the Fairy Doctor, she 
would be helpless to do so. 

*** 

Michael excitedly walked toward the Fairy Doctor’s pill room. 

It had been seven years! 

Michael Lawrence had entered the Flying Eagles Academy seven years ago. 
Ever since he had seen the Fairy Doctor’s appearance for the first time, he 
had been deeply mesmerized by her. However, he had not even touched the 
Fairy Doctor’s hand in the past seven years… The Fairy Doctor was Principal 
Henderson’s godsister and had a good relationship with Jade Benmore. Due 
to that alone, Michael did not dare to act recklessly. 
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Most importantly, the Fairy Doctor was pure and noble. She never had a 
scandal with a man. She was so full of fairy energy that men would not dare to 
defile her. 

However, this time was different. Alex’s appearance had ruined the Fairy 
Doctor’s fairy energy and contaminated her with the air of the human realm, 
causing her to have the lust of a female for a man. The most despicable thing 
was that she did not want him but got together with that mongrel instead. 

This was something that he absolutely could not tolerate. 

Hence, he had to strike first to gain the upper hand! 



Just at this moment, the principal of the Flying Eagles Academy was not 
around, and the experts were all out. Jade Benmore had gone to Myriad 
Demon Valley as well, so she was unlikely to get out of it. 

The timing, place, and social conditions were all aligned in his favor. He had 
decided to give it a try! 

He had arrived at the pill room! 

However, just when Michael was about to open the pill room door, the door 
was suddenly pushed open. The powerful shock threw Michael away. Then, 
he saw the disheveled Fairy Doctor rushing out of the room. 

Her eyes were reddened due to the onset of the drug. 

However, there was blood on her shoulders. Clearly, she tried to maintain her 
sanity by harming herself. 

After rushing out of the pill room, she hurriedly headed toward her residence. 

Michael did not feel angry. Instead, he was ecstatic. This had proven that the 
Fairy Doctor could not hold back herself any longer. The drug that Spencer 
had given to him was very effective… Moreover, he had silently put the 
talisman on the Fairy Doctor just now, so she could not escape him! 

Soon after, he caught up to her. 

*** 

At this moment, Alex finally woke up. 

When his divine consciousness returned to his body, he had a feeling that he 
seemed to have been away from the world for a lifetime. His divine 
consciousness had experienced millions of cycles of life and death. It was 
shattered and reintegrated. Unexpectedly, he could still be alive after it had 
been shattered and reintegrated. It was a miracle. 

However, after his divine consciousness had returned his body, The pain 
subsided, and bliss came out of the depth of misfortune. 

To his surprise, he realized that his divine consciousness had made a 
significant advancement, and it was at least ten times stronger now. In the 
past, his divine consciousness could extend up to a hundred meters away. 



Now, he could sense any movement within a kilometer’s range right away. His 
vision and hearing had improved as well. 

This was because his body had followed suit and underwent changes. 
Subsequently, his mental power also skyrocketed. 

He was surprised to find that he was now no longer at the Beginner-Core 
Formation stage. Instead, he had immediately advanced to the Peak-Core 
Formation stage. It was one step away from the Nascent Soul stage. 

‘Chaos Tree?! Could it be that mass of grayish-green air was the chaos 
energy?’ 

When Alex regained his consciousness, he learned something new. 

That small sapling was actually the Chaos Tree that could produce the chaos 
energy. This was also the parent body of the Chaos Bead. It was no wonder 
that the Chaos Bead acted so vigorously at the time, but now it was hanging 
on the Chaos Tree. 

‘If it really can keep providing me with the chaos energy…’ 

Alex just could not imagine it. It would be a windfall. 

Just then, his sense was triggered as a figure frantically rushed into the 
house. 

It was the Fairy Doctor. 

However, she was clearly not in the right state at this moment. Her face was 
flushed, and even her breath was warm… Once she entered the entrance, 
she seemed to be focused on Alex, and then she seemed to have loosened 
the firm grip on her sanity. Afterward, she pounced on Alex like a tigress and 
pinned him to the floor, kissing him wildly. 

“F*ck!” 

“Sis Dawn, what’s wrong with you? What have you consumed?” 

At a glance, Alex could tell that she had consumed something wrong. 



At this moment, Michael followed in. Seeing Alex and the Fairy Doctor 
mingling together, he immediately flew into a rage. “Let go of her! I’ll turn you 
into a corpse!” 

 


